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GOLD FOR SWITZERLAND | SILVER FOR FRANCE | BRONZE FOR GERMANY

Saturday evening, all candidates received a Certificate of Excellence from AIE's General
Secretary Evelyne Schellekens. We congratulate the golden, silver and bronze boys!!
She stressed in her speech towards the candidates and the experts that everybody should
be proud of its participation as selected representatives for their country for the Electrical
Installations competition in Lille!

She stated: "Keep your passion for your sector and share it with others, since you are an
example for others that will choose for a profession within the electrical installation branch.
You all had a unique experience and you have an excell note to place on your curriculum
vitae! Don't you ever forget that!"
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GOLD for
Severin Holdegger and
supporting expert
Adrian Sommer

SILVER for Julien Seiller
(left) and supporting
expert Pierrick Mandin
(right). Euroskills’ expert
Bernand Finet holding his
two treasures!

BRONZE for Felix Fendl
(left) and supporting
expert Ralph
Sassmannshausen
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To all the experts and candidates we would like to say: 'You have shown us that 'Excellence' is not a single
act, but a good habit!

Evelyne Schellekens and the 13 CYE-WSE 2014 candidates holding the AIE certificate of Excellence

Two important decisions were made during these three days of competition:
The AIE and Euroskills’ experts agreed to have the AIE – European Association of Electrical Contractors - as a
platform for the experts to communicate and share views and experiences before, during and after the
competition! Secondly, the AIE is thankful to the Euroskills organisation for providing the huge media
coverage!
In addition, the AIE as Worldskills Europe associate member stimulates the networking between members,
experts and stakeholders of the installation sector. By daily blogging and posting on AIE’s digital
communication channels, the electrical installation sector is put in the spotlight, whilst enhancing the
visibility of the electrical branch.

The AIE encourages everyone to promote and publish both the aie-cye blog and the facebook page on their
own digital media, to show what highly skilled electricians of today can manage and to what future
apprentices can reach for!

As Worldskills Europe stated in their press release:
EuroSkills 2014 wasn’t only about competing for the nearly 90.000 visitors it was about discovering and
trying trades, getting information about training programs and meeting tomorrow’s highly qualified young
European professionals. It was also the place where a lot of European leaders of industry, education and
training came together at different organized seminars, conferences and meetings.

Communication channels:
>BLOG: aie-cye blog | FACEBOOK: facebook page | AIE-CYE webpage: http://www.aie-cye.eu/Intro_1
> Newsslider and infoflashes: www.aie.eu

More info contact:
Carla Cox (Communication manager): info@aie.eu | +32 (0)473 283409
Evelyne Schellekens (General Secretary): eschellekens@aie.eu |  +32 (0)495 225098
Office Phone: + 32 2 253 42 22
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